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Oregon’s Ag Overtime Rules Explained
Editor’s Note: The following story is an excerpt of a larger, more in

The bottom line, Gruber said, is employees need to keep good
records, have firm policies in place about overtime and discipline
employees who take overtime without asking if the company
wishes to prohibit employees from working overtime without
advanced permission.

depth story on Oregon’s new ag overtime rules scheduled to appear
in the Spring issue of Oregon Seed Magazine.
Oregon lawmakers in February removed the exemption for
overtime pay requirements from the nation’s labor laws,
requiring Oregon farmers to pay workers time-and-a-half for
overtime beginning in January of 2023.

She added that it is important to have written policy that states
these conditions.
Continued on page 2

The new law’s overtime threshold starts at 55 hours in 2023-24,
drops to 48 hours in 2025-26, and settles at 40 hours in 2027 and
beyond.
In addition to concerns over increased labor costs, the
new overtime rules have raised many questions among the
agricultural community as they work to navigate the ins and outs
of the new rules.
To address this, the Oregon Farm Bureau on April 6 put on an ag
overtime seminar, led by Roberta Gruber, director of the Oregon
Farm Bureau’s FEELDS program, or Farm Employer Education
and Legal Defense Service, and the Bureau’s Vice President for
Government Affairs Mary Anne Cooper.
The first thing farm employers should do, Gruber said, is define
the work day. “What I mean when I say define your work day is
we need to know for sure what time did our employees start and
what time did they end,” she said. “We need to be very careful
about allowing employees to come and go as they want without a
record of coming and going.”
And she said, employers must have paperwork, such as time
cards, that clearly states when an employee started and finished.
“You really need to have actual start times, stop times, breaks
shown, even paid breaks,” she said. “You need to show that the
employees got their breaks and then any lunch period. You need
to show that the employee took their lunch, as well as show that
the employee who didn’t take the lunch worked through the
lunch, because all of those minutes add up as part of the total
working hours in the workday.”
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Oregon’s Ag Overtime Rules Explained Continued
Identify the Work Week

The total yearly credit is determined in June of each year.

Next, she said, farmers need to clearly identify and adhere to a
seven-day work week. “You aren’t allowed to shift the start of a
work week to avoid overtime,” she said. “It is a fixed period of 168
hours.”

If farmers owe money in taxes, they can use the credit to reduce
their tax burden, Cooper said. If a farmer doesn’t owe taxes, the
farmer can use the credit for a refund. Cooper noted, however,
that it will probably be a two-year lag to get a refund.

Fortunately, Cooper said, the law does not set a
cap or a limit on the number of hours a worker
can work in a week or a day.
When paying piece rate, a farm calculates the
hourly wage of a worker by adding together
the total piece-rate earnings in a work week
and dividing the sum by the number of hours
worked. The worker must then be paid an
additional sum amounting to half of that hourly
wage for any hours worked above the overtime
threshold.

In the tax credit calculations, employers with
fewer than 25 employees get a larger tax credit
You need to show that the than those with more than 25. Total number of
employee took their lunch, employees is calculated on a full-time-equivalent
(FTE) basis over the course of a year. Seasonal
as well as show that the
employee who didn’t take work forces can be adjusted across the whole
year. So, for example, if an employer has under
the lunch worked through 52,000 employee hours in a year, the employer
the lunch, because all of
will be under the 25-employee threshold, Cooper
those minutes add up as part said.

“

of the total working hours
in the workday.

”

“So, that is a nice piece of this that it does adjust
that seasonal work force across the whole year,”
she said.

House Bill 4002 also includes tax credits,
ostensibly to help farmers absorb the increased
Roberta Gruber
The credit starts at 90 percent in 2023 for
labor costs, particularly during the five-year
employers with 25 or less employees and at 60
phase-in of the rules. The refundable tax credit, which is capped
percent
for
employers
with 50 or more employees. It is scaled
at $55 million a year, allows an employer to recover all or part of
back each year, bottoming out at 60 percent for employers with
the incremental wage increase attributed to overtime pay.
25 or less employees and at 15 percent in 2027 and 2028 for
Cooper noted that the $55 million cap will be a proportional
employers with 50 or more employees. The credit then sunsets
reduction so that once it is reached, all farms will receive a
for employers with 50 or more employees but stays in place for
portion of their credit.
employers with less than 50 employees.
“It is not like when it is spent it is done and no one gets it,”
“The good thing is the tax credit, as long as they continue to keep
Cooper said. For example, she said, if farm employers apply for
it on the books, does not automatically sunset, unless you have
$150 million in tax credits, all will receive about one-third their
over 50 employees,” Cooper said.
eligible credit.

Calendar
May 17

Oregon Ryegrass Commission Meeting, 6 p.m.,
Cascade Grill 110 Opal St N.E., Albany

May 26

Oregon Tall Fescue Commission Meeting, 6 p.m.,
Cascade Grill 110 Opal St N.E., Albany

December 5-6

Oregon Seed League Annual Convention, Salem Conference Center, Salem, Oregon.
Visit seedleague.org for more information.

THE E-NEWSLETTER
The goal of this e-newsletter is to provide timely updates to Oregon seed producers and field reps. It includes a snapshot of what’s happening
currently with respect to weather, pest and disease outbreaks, harvest, label updates, and other management activities. Growers or field reps can
provide input anytime at mitchlies@comcast.net.
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Oregon OSHA Implements New Rules for Heat, Wildfire Smoke
Editor’s Note: The following story is an excerpt of a larger, more
in depth story on Oregon’s new heat and wildfires smoke rules
scheduled to appear in the Spring issue of Oregon Seed Magazine.
Oregon OSHA has initiated significant changes to worker safety
standards in regards to heat and wildfire smoke. The rule changes
were implemented under emergency provisions last year and are
expected to be implemented on a permanent basis this spring.
In regard to high temperatures, Oregon OSHA has installed
a tiered requirement where rules change depending on
when certain heat indexes are reached. The heat index is a
combination of temperature and humidity and is usually found
on weather apps under “feels like,” said Eric Lloyd of Oregon Risk
Management Solutions.
At 80 degrees heat index, under the rules, employers must
provide employees shade and an adequate supply of drinking
water. Lloyd added that OSHA rules state that up to 32 ounces of
water be accessible to all employees at no cost, and that the water
temperature be between 35 and 77 degrees.

“Heat illness is very
treatable, as long as
we catch it early.” And
frequently, the folks who
are experiencing heat
exhaustion or especially
heat stroke, may not realize
it. Sometimes it is up to
coworkers to watch our
backs and keep us safe in
that regard.

Wildfire Smoke

At 90 degrees, the rules include
a requirement that shift
managers or supervisors are
accessible to employees, and
employees must be monitored
and observed for alertness
or symptoms of heat illness.
Employers also are required to
provide a cool-down rest period
in the shade of ten minutes for
every two hours of work when
working in temperatures with a
heat index above 90 degrees.

The new wildfire smoke rules put in place by Oregon OSHA also
are being implemented on a tiered system, in this case based on
the air quality index, or AQI.
Employers are required to notify employees when the AQI
reaches 101, and to provide respiratory protection in the form
of N95 face masks if an employee requests it. At an AQI of 101,
air quality is considered unhealthy for those with compromised
respiratory systems.
At an AQI of 201, employers are again required to notify workers
that the index has been reached and to insist workers wear N95
masks if they wish to continue working.
The third tier in the wildfire smoke rules is reached when the AQI
hits 500, which would require employees use an actual hazmat
respiratory (system) with attachable filters.

”

Included in the new rules are
training obligations on the
Eric Lloyd
environmental and personal
risk factors for heat illness. Also,
according to the rules, it is the responsibility of the employer to
notify workers when reaching different points on the heat index
scale. And, it is important for workers to immediately report
any symptoms or signs of heat illness in themselves or in other
workers, Lloyd said.

As in the rules addressing heat illness, training obligations are in
place for the wildfire smoke rules, including a rule that employers
train employees on how to find AQI information. AQI information
can be found on most weather apps, Lloyd said.
Employers also must ensure that employees know how to use
respiratory protection and know where to find it.

“Heat illness is very treatable, as long as we catch it early,”
Lloyd said. “And frequently, the folks who are experiencing
heat exhaustion or especially heat stroke, may not realize it.
Sometimes it is up to coworkers to watch our backs and keep us
safe in that regard.”

CONNECT WITH US
To sign-up for this e-newsletter or for archived issues,
please visit: http://www.oregonseedcouncil.org/seed-update
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New Pesticide Database Launched
Institutions in Oregon and Washington have banded together
to create a pesticide database with information on products
registered in either Oregon or Washington, or in both states.

PICOL information has no
legal status, the operators
state, whereas the container
label is a legal document.

The free, searchable database is operated by Washington
State University through funding from the Washington
State Department of Agriculture, the Oregon Department of
Agriculture, Oregon State University and Washington State
University.

The operators also caution
organic growers from relying
on PICOL data. Organic
designation in PICOL is only
given to products approved
for organic use by WSDA,
OMRI (the Organic Materials Review
Institute), the EPA or other certifiers approved by the USDA
National Organic Program.

Called the Pesticide Information Center OnLine, or PICOL, the
database includes pesticides registered under Section 3, Section
25b, Section 24c and federal supplemental labels. Washington’s
database also includes pesticides registered under Section 18, but
Oregon’s does not. Neither states’ database contains pesticides
registered under EUPs, or Emergency Use Permits.

The Washington State Pest Management Resources Service
(WSPRS) does not actively seek or solicit organic status
information from OMRI, the EPA or other certifiers, the operators
stated in a press release. “With the exception of data received
from the WSDA Organic Program, PICOL’s organic designation
is based solely on information contained on a product label as
received from WSDA or ODA,” the press release states.

The site, https://picol.cahnrs.wsu.edu, offers three search
options, including Express and Quick and Advanced. The former
options include current-year-only data, which the latter option
allows users to search either for current records or for recently
cancelled products.
The site does not include tolerance information or maximum
residue limits.

WSPRS advises organic producers to always check the current
WSDA Organic Program or OMRI lists for the most current
product status.

The site operators stress that the site is not to be used as a
substitute for reading and following pesticide label directions.

Verhoeven Leaves Extension for Instructor Position on Campus
Betsy Verhoeven has left her position as Oregon State University
Extension field crops agronomist for Marion and Clackamas
counties to take an instructor position on campus in the
Department of Crop and Soil Science.

Verhoeven came to OSU Extension
with a Ph.D. in ag sciences from the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in
Zurich. She also holds a master’s degree
in soil and biochemistry from University
of California Davis, and a bachelor’s
degree in biology from Oberlin College
in Ohio.

Verhoeven left March 15 after three years and nine months in her
former position.
Verhoeven said she will miss many aspects of working in
Extension, but said ultimately, the instructor position is more in
line with her career aspirations.

“I will miss working with growers and
Betsy Verhoeven
seeing everyone at the meetings,” she
said. “And I will definitely miss the research and the on-farm
work.”

“I felt I was treated well in Extension and I really enjoyed working
with the seed and the hop industries, which were the two biggest
grower groups I worked with,” Verhoeven said. “But this is more
along the lines of what I would like to pursue. I think this is a
better fit for my background.”

OSU has posted a notice to fill Verhoeven’s position, advertising
for an assistant professor of practice, field crops, to be located
at the OSU Extension Marion County Office in Salem, covering
Marion, Clackamas and upper Linn counties.

Verhoeven will be teaching a mix of soil and crop classes.
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